
CHARACTER LESSONS
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RANDOM ACTS OF
KINDNESS

As a family, discuss ways
you can share happiness
in our community from

the comfort of your
home. Get creative!

These lessons are a great way to
take a few minutes to set aside
time to be present with your

child. May we suggest:

BY:at home!
We're bringing daily character education to parents & educators
while COVID-19 has us engaging social distancing best practices.

CONNECT

March 19, 2020

GET IN THEIR WORLD
Kneel down to their
level, snuggle on the

couch, sit side-by-side
with them on the floor

MAKE EYE CONTACT
Show your child you

care about them
through eye contact &
observing their cues

STAY PRESENT
Encourage enthusiasm

by staying engaged
throughout the lesson

WHAT ARE SOME OF
the ways the book tells

us we can be bucket
fillers?

SHOULD WE
be responsible for

being "bucket fillers"?
Why or why not?

WHAT DOES IT
feel like to have an

empty bucket? Does it
feel the same when

you have a full bucket?
How is it different?

STEPS:
· Help your child imagine that

their cup is their "bucket."
· Encourage them to fill their

bucket (cup) with their chosen
snacks one-by-one giving an

example of what "bucket
filling" activity that might

represent.

The act of literally
filling the bucket can
help younger learners

conceptualize the
concept!

HOW CAN WE BE BUCKET
FILLERS TODAY?

  WRITE

Write a thank you note
sharing gratitude for those
in our community who are

making sure we get
through this hard time

SHARE YOUR ACTS OF
KINDNESS!

In a picture as a
comment on this post

SHOW US YOUR PICS!
Post your pictures on

Instagram with the
hashtag

#CharacterAtHome

0-1 min. WATCH 6 min. DISCUSS 3-5 min.

Consider: sharing a family gratitude list
or making happy videos to share on

social media, calling a friends or family

practicing literacy!

APPLY 3-5 min. DO GOOD varies SHARE 1-2 min.

HAVE YOU FILLED A BUCKET
TODAY? A Guide to Daily

Happiness for Kids

This is a great way to pair your
character lesson with literacy

practice! 
 

Video can be found at:

bit.ly/CLAH319-1

URL must be typed exactly as shown

These questions promote the key literacy
skill of listening/reading comprehension,
as well as encouraging young learners to

provide evidence for their claims.

WHAT IS FAIR?
Materials: cup, small snack items
(goldfish, popcorn, trail mix, etc.)

Consider: healthcare and postal workers!


